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where the student is asked to think like an artist, he makes and keeps his own 
"sketchbook" and "portfolio" to log his observations and record ideas. The 
second unit calls for the student to keep an "inventor's notebook" as a place to 
collect ideas and "then follow them and see where they lead:' In Unit Three he 
makes a "researcher's file" and keeps an "investigator's log," and in the final 
unit, as a "working futurist," the student keeps a "futures file" in which he 
collects newspaper and magazine articles about the future and completes 
activities designed to help him shape and present his own view of the future in 
a scenario. Thus, presented with a variety of fresh and engaging jounal writing 
situations, the student is motivated to accept the journal as a useful and 
practical place to do some of his thinking. 

Book Two is not without merit, but your students may find it uneven in its 
challenge and interest. Certainly the lesson on identifying problems and the 
one on the role of the emotions in problem solving will engage and stimulate 
students. However, activities in other units are sometimes overly simple, such 
as the exercise on solving analogy problems in Unit Two; sometimes complex 
or vague, such as the exercise on page 44 calling for students to "Discuss the 
changing relationships between a piece of paper and human beings from the 
growth of a tree until the remains of the paper turn back into carbon, oxygen, 
and other elements:' 

Perhaps the unit most likely to succeed with senior high students is the unit 
on the creative imagination, which emphasizes alpha and beta brain wave 
theory. Lessons in this unit encourage students to identify alpha and beta states 
in their own thinking and explore ways of improving the quality of their 
thinking in the alpha state and even use it in writing and problem solving. 

If these textbooks are adopted for use by a school system, the work on 
thinking should be integrated with other work in the language arts curriculum. 
The authors want Thinking through Language to blend in with what you are 
already doing and to enhance it. To accomplish this and to sustain the empha
sis on thinking over a long period of time, the authors recommend that the 
units be interspersed throughout the year, rather than taught in one block of 
time. How this integration is accomplished will depend, of course, on the 
teacher, the grade level at which the texts are employed, and the literature and 
composition textbooks the teacher is using 

The books in this set, though paperbound, appear quite durable. The 
type is easy to read; the paper of good quality; the pages not crowded or 
cluttered; the illustrations pleasant and functional, albeit simple. The 
texts come with a 57-page Teacher's Guide which gives an instructional 
overview of each book and presents the premises and theories on which 
the authors based their work. It includes objectives for each unit, teach
ing suggestions, strategies for evaluation (for Book One), and a list of 
resources for the teacher. 

All things considered, Thinking through Language is quite impressive 
and will be hailed by many English teachers as long overdue. 

BOOK REVIEW 
The Versatile Writer. Donald C. Stewart. 

Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath and Company, 1986. 
391 pages including prefatory material and index. 

by 
Nancy MacKenzie 
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Donald Stewart's latest composition text, The Versatile Writer, is quite 
attractive in format and cover design . It is also eminently applicable to the 
standard composition course or perhaps an advanced writing course; it is n9t, 
however, appropriate as a remedial text. 

The stated goal of the text is to help students become "versatile and authen
tic writers." The book is also designed to provide students with techniques to 
discover material to write about, to control organization, and to develop a 
variety of styles. 

Divided into five parts, The Versatile Writer addresses 1, "Prewriting and 
Invention," incorporating primarily discovery procedures drawn from Young, 
Becker, and Pike's tagmemics, Burke' s pentad, and some topics of classical 
rhetoric; 2, "Arrangement," dealing with both standard and more innovative 
approaches to organization; 3, "Options in Style." treating such topics as 
correctness (distinguishing among "national use," "reputable use," and "present 
use"); 4, 'The Research Paper," covering the whole process from use of 
invention procedures to technical problems and documentation; and 5, "Co
pyreading Skills," treating spelling, punctuation and usage. 

In addition to its useful organization, this text has several special features. 
Among these are sections on the meditation and Winston Weather's Grammar 
B. The meditation approach to writing "approximates the way the mind works 
associationally." It offers a structured-but not restrictive-three-part se
quence to writing a paper: 1, composition of place, 2, internal colloquy, and 3, 
resolution. 

Grammar B offers an alternative to familiar concepts of organization and 
style. There are three main categories: 1, synchronicity, including such tech
niques as double voice, double-column lists, and labyrinthine sentences; 2, 
collage/montage, constituting an effort at synthesis through "patchwork" and 
"hodge-podge;" and 3, crot, using self-contained units of discourse which are 
not logically connected to what precedes or follows them. 

The section on the research paper is well presented. However, the validity of 
assigning what Richard Larson has termed the "generic research paper" is 
questionable. Therefore, even though a text should deal with documentation 
and notetaking, these techniques need not be segregated as applying primarily 
to the research paper as such. Research, and the mechanical and synthesizing 
techniques it employs need to be incorporated into the usual composing 
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process, rather than treated as separate endeavors with special rules and 
procedures for library use. 

Journal writing, on the other hand, is different from formal writing and 
deserves separate treatment. The section on journals in The Versatile Writer is 
quite helpful, answering the same questions students always ask. "What is it?" 
"What shall I write about?" "How neat do I have to be?" "How long is an 
entry?" 

The Versatile Writer is a most pleasing text: attractive, well organized, and 
complete with exercises, writing assignments, and sample papers. Each chaper 
begins with a well-chosen quotation or two and whimsical sketches which are 
quite appropriate. 

Professor Stewart's scholarship, his position at the forefront of composition 
research, and his professional contributions to the Conference on College 
Composition and Communication, as well as his authorship of an earlier text, 
The Authentic Voice, illustrate his credentials. His Versatile Writer is, therefore, 
based on sound theoretical research and pedagogical experience. As a text it 
effectively avoids either prescriptivism or faddism. 
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MCTE AWARDS FOR BEST ARTICLES 

Cash prizes of $75.00 each will be awarded at the Annual Spring Conference to 
the authors of award winning articles in each of the following categories: 

1. Classroom Teaching-a description, explanation, or evaluation of a 
successful method, assignment, or curriculum for teaching English 
language or literature. 

2. Theoretical or Critical-a discussion that advances our understand
ing of the study of language arts (reading, writing, speaking, listen
ing) or literature (or a particular work), or of the teaching of 
language and literature, or of the relationship of the study of lan
guage and literature to life and culture. 

Authors should follow the standard Minnesota English Journal submission 
rules. The MCTE publications board will serve as judges. All articles published 
in ME/ will be considered eligible, although the publications board reserves the 
right not to grant an award if, in its judgment, none of the published articles 
meet the award's criteria or its standard of excellence. 
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